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Considering the weak luminosity of the early Sun, it is generally inferred that high con-
centrations of greenhouse gases (CO2, CH4) are required to prevent the early Earth’s
surface temperature to drop below the freezing point of liquid water. Conversely, a new
controversial assumption based on banded iron formation mineralogy hypothesizes
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that the Archean atmosphere was potentially characterized by low concentrations of
CO2. To solve the faint young Sun problem, it was suggested that a reduced albedo
associated to less reflective clouds was able to prevent the Earth to jump into a snow-
ball state. In this very active debate, we have investigated the early Earth climate using
a general circulation model to test this scenario. Our simulations include the ice albedo
feedback and specific Archean climatic factors such as a high CH4 concentration, a
different cloudiness, a faster Earth’s rotation rate and a reduced continental surface.
We demonstrate that when larger cloud droplets are accounted for, clouds warm high
latitudes and inhibit sea-ice formation. This process limits the ice-albedo feedback ef-
ficiency and may prevent a global glaciation. Due to this particular mechanism, low
pCO2 allow maintaining a mild climate during the early Archean. The carbon cycle-
climate interplays and conditions sustaining pCO2 will be discussed in the companion
paper.

1. Introduction

Sagan and Mullen (1972) argued from solar models that, in the early Archaean, the
Sun, as a relatively young star, would have had 25% lower luminosity than it does now.
According to climate models, the weakness of the young Sun’s brightness would have
meant Earth’s surface temperature was well below freezing point in the first two billion
years. A completely frozen Earth, however, conflicts with evidence of the presence
of liquid water at the surface and life development during the Archaean. Greenhouse
gases, and more particularly carbon dioxide, were soon put forward as good candi-
dates for solving this problem (see Feulner 2012 for a detailed review, Wordsworth and
Pierrehumbert 2013), known as the ‘faint young Sun paradox’ (hereafter FYSP). Using
a vertical one-dimensional radiative convective climate model (hereafter RCM), Kasting
(1984) calculated that, for 4Ga solar luminosity (75% of its present-day value), a pCO2
of 0.3bar or ∼1000 times the preindustrial atmospheric level (PAL) (i.e. 0.28 mbar or
280 ppm) was needed to maintain a mean global surface temperature of 288K.

In parallel with the modelling approach, in the mid-nineties carbon dioxide was semi-
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quantitatively estimated from Archaean palaeosols. Because of the absence of siderite
in 2.8 Ga old soils, Rye et al (1995) suggested that the pCO2 had not exceeded ∼0.03
bar (or ∼100 PAL). Their mineralogical approach was questioned by Sheldon (2006).
Using a mass-balance approach, Sheldon (2006) suggested that the pCO2 was more
probably about 8.5 mbars plus or minus a factor of three (i.e. 24 x3/3 PAL) between
2.2 and 1.0 Ga. Furthermore, in a recent study by Driese and collaborators (2011),
palaeoweathering indicators were used to support the assumption of moderate CO2
partial pressures, at around 10mbar at 2.7Ga. Rosing et al (2010) further lowered the
atmospheric CO2 concentration. Given the composition of iron-rich minerals found in
Archaean banded iron formations (BIF), they argued that the coexistence of magnetite
(i.e. Fe3O4, a moderately oxidised mineral) and siderite (i.e. FeCO3, a reduced min-
eral) in BIF was dependent on the atmospheric level in di-hydrogen (pH2). Di-hydrogen
(H2) is a nutrient for methanogenic bacteria, and biological constraints impose a min-
imum pH2. Using this constraint, Rosing et al (2010) defined an upper limit for pCO2
close to 0.9 mbar (900 ppmv or 3.2 PAL). Such a low pCO2 has been abundantly dis-
cussed notably because BIF was probably formed far from the thermodynamic equi-
librium with the atmosphere (Dauphas and Kasting 2011; Reinhard and Planavsky
2011). These estimates of pCO2 are in conflict with modeling results. Kienert et al
(2012), using an EMIC (Earth System Models of Intermediate Complexity), fix to 0.6
bar the carbon dioxide partial pressure to maintain the surface temperature close to its
present-day value (288K). In their study, Kienert et al. (2012) need to increase the CO2
partial pressure to compensate for the weaker Sun because their model simulates a
larger ice albedo feedback, which they associated with the faster Earth rotation rate.
This result is opposed to conclusions obtained by Jenkins with GENESIS (Jenkins,
1993), i.e. a larger rotation rate would have induced warmer climate.

Although an enhanced greenhouse effect seems the most likely solution to the FYSP,
other mechanisms influencing climate have been explored, such as changes in cloud
properties. The mean forcing of clouds results from two opposite effects. Clouds are
highly reflective in the spectrum of visible solar radiation (shortwave radiation) and
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highly absorbent in the spectrum of thermal terrestrial radiation (longwave radiation).
This leads to two well-known opposite effects: the reflective effect contributing to the
planetary albedo and the longwave absorption contributing to the greenhouse effect.
These mechanisms are related to the cloud type, the greenhouse effect being stronger
than the albedo effect in the case of cirrus clouds, which are quite transparent at visible
wavelengths but good absorbers of thermal terrestrial radiation. Recent studies have
proposed to solve the FYSP by changing the clouds. Rondanelli and Lindzen (2010)
suggested that a cooling of oceanic surfaces would lead to cirrus formation in the trop-
ics, which would warm the early Earth’s surface. This mechanism, known as the ‘iris
hypothesis’ remains highly controversial (Hartmann, D. L., and M. L. Michelsen, 2002a,
b). If it is true, the ‘iris’ mechanism should tend to inhibit the glacial/interglacial cycles.
The second hypothesis investigates the influence of cloud properties (Goldblatt and
Zahnle 2011; Rossow et al. 1982). To compensate for the weaker solar brightness
during the Late Archaean, they estimated that clouds must be 3.5 times thicker than
today, stratus (highly reflective clouds) must be absent and the Earth must be entirely
cloud-covered. These authors conclude that this scenario is very hypothetical because
mechanisms able to change cloud properties in such proportions remain to be found.
The last scenario invokes cloud condensation nuclei (i.e. CCN) and the potential ex-
istence of clouds with a low albedo during the Precambrian period. In present-day
atmosphere, abundant CCN permit the formation of small liquid water droplets leading
to optically dense and highly reflective clouds because of their direct scattering effect
(Charlson et al. 1987). During the Archaean, this could have been very different be-
cause of changes of inorganic and organic fluxes; contributors to CCN would reach
10 to 20% of its natural present-day concentration. As a consequence fewer droplets,
but of larger size, should form optically thin clouds characterised by a low scattering of
shortwave radiation and shorter lifetime (Kump and Pollard 2008; Rosing et al. 2010).
Testing this assumption using a RCM, Rosing et al (2010) have shown that a decrease
in surface albedo, owing to a considerably smaller continental area and a more trans-
parent atmosphere in terms of shortwave radiation, may have compensated for the
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weak brightness of the Sun during the Archaean. Using a more realistic treatment of
clouds, Goldblatt and Zahnle (2011b) have demonstrated that radiative forcing owing
to changes in clouds properties have been overestimated in the Rosing et al. study.
(2010).

Because RCMs include a detailed radiative scheme, they are well adapted for studying
the climatic impact of the Archaean chemical composition of the atmosphere, partic-
ularly the abundance of greenhouse gases. Albeit this approach has improved our
understanding of the early Earth and can be considered complex enough to yield a
first-order climate response for solving the FYSP (Goldblatt and Zahnle 2011b), crucial
mechanisms and feedbacks driving the climatic system are not taken into account in
these models: dynamics of atmosphere and clouds interplays or omission of clouds in
some cases (for details see Goldblatt and Zahnle, 2011b). If RCMs are able to repre-
sent the physics of the atmosphere and surface processes, notably the dependence of
the Earth’s surface albedo on temperature, Rosing et al. (2010) modeling results are
obtained with a surface albedo held constant. Its lack may bias the climate response,
especially when the Earth tends to cool (see Pierrehumbert et al. 2011 and Pierrehum-
bert 2010 for details). Without inclusion of the ice albedo feedback in models, the Earth
can be artificially maintained unfrozen. For this reason, Kasting (2010) considered that
3-D climate models could help us to understand the early Earth’s climate because they
capture the ice albedo feedback and atmospheric dynamics.

To go one step further in the understanding of the FYSP, we used a 3-D climate model,
FOAM, to investigate the validity of the assumption of low pCO2. To answer this ques-
tion the study was organised as follows. First, a set of experiments was run to simulate
the climate from 3.5 Ga to 1 Ga with a timestep of 250 Ma whereas pCO2 and pCH4
were kept fixed. The goal of these experiments was not to test the role of the amount of
greenhouse gases but rather to investigate the effect of other important forcing factors
existing during the Archaean: solar constant, palaeogeography and amount of conti-
nental surface, cloud properties, high salinity of oceans and a faster Earth rotation rate.
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We then performed additional sets of simulations to explore the effects of greenhouse
gases (CO2 and CH4) using 3.5Ga conditions to better constrain solutions to the faint
Young Sun problem.

2. Model Description and Simulation Specifications

2.1. Model description

Climate simulations were run with the general circulation climate model (GCM) FOAM
1.5. The atmospheric component of FOAM is a parallelised version of NCAR’s Com-
munity Climate Model 2 (CCM2) with the upgraded radiative and hydrologic physics
incorporated in CCM3 v. 3.2 (Jacob 1997). All simulations were performed with an
R15 spectral resolution (4.5◦×7.5◦) and 18 vertical levels. FOAM is used in mixed-
layer mode, meaning the atmospheric model is linked to a 50-meter mixed-layer ocean
with heat transport parameterised through diffusion. The sea ice module uses the
thermodynamics of NCAR’s to compute ice fraction (growth and melting), snow cover,
penetrating radiation with brine pockets, and includes a Semtner model to calculate
the sea ice temperature. Sea ice albedo is fixed to 0.7 (visible spectrum) and 0.5
(near-infrared spectrum). The sea ice module does not treat sea-ice dynamics, which
may tend to decrease the sea ice cover (Voigt and Abbot, 2012) and overestimate the
Earth’s cooling. The radiative code (extracted from NCAR CCM3) has already shown
its validity in atmospheres highly enriched in CO2 (Pierrehumbert 2004, Le Hir et al.,
2010). The infra-red absorption has been computed (figure 1) to replace CO2, CH4
conversion proposed by Rosing et al (2010). Under an enriched CH4 atmosphere
no large differences are observed compared to prior estimates (Kiehl and Dickinson,
1987; Halevy et al. 2009).

FOAM, like other GCMs, relies on a physical basis, which means that mechanisms and
feedbacks are explicitly represented. Goldblatt and Zahnle (2011b) challenged the use
of GCMs given that sub-grid scale parameterisation of clouds in GCM precludes their
use in palaeoclimate modelling. Obviously GCMs still have limitations (Hack 1998,
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Abbot et al. 2012, Stevens and Bony, 2013). However, being fully dynamics models,
GCMs represent a powerful tool for improving our understanding of the Earth’s climate,
notably cloud mechanisms involved in global warming (Abbot et al. 2009) as well as
in deep-time climate changes (Pollard and Kump 2008). Because GCMs can capture
clouds and other factors changing with time (palaeogeography, rotation rate, . . .), the
authors assume that GCMs remain accurate tools for investigating past climates (Don-
nadieu et al. 2009; Donnadieu et al. 2006; Le Hir et al. 2009; Le Hir et al. 2010; Le Hir
et al. 2011; Nardin et al. 2010; Poulsen and Jacob, 2004).

2.2. Boundary conditions and experimental design

In order to test how solar constant, palaeogeography, amount of continental surface,
cloud properties, high salinity of oceans and a faster Earth rotation rate influenced
the climate during the Archaean eon, atmospheric partial pressures of both CO2 and
CH4 were fixed at 900 ppmv or 0.9 mbar. These greenhouse gases concentrations
have been fixed to respect values used by Rosing et al. 2010, a necessary condi-
tion to compare both studies. We point that no valid argument, evoked in Rosing et
al (2010), supports such low pCO2 values (Dauphas and Kasting 2011; Reinhard and
Planavsky 2011). The high CH4 value is more realistic (Pavlov et al. 2000), but only
before the Great Oxidation Event (2.4Ga) when the atmosphere was anoxic and once
methanogens evolved. Unfortunately when a large mixing ratio of methane is consid-
ered, an organic haze should be formed (CH4/CO2 > 0.2) (Haqq-Mishra et al. 2008).
To resolve the problem of organic haze formation or unrealistic high methane levels
after the Great Oxidation Event, the high CH4 could be brought down by substituting
CO2 (in Figure 1, one can see that 900ppmv of CO2 and CH4 correspond to 100
ppmv for CH4 and 2000 ppmv for CO2). Because of the quasi-absence of oxygen in
the Archaean atmosphere (Bekker et al. 2004), the stratospheric ozone layer was re-
moved for all experiments prior to 2.25 Ga and remained at present-day value for all
experiments of the Proterozoic aeon. The absence of the ozone layer precluded the
formation of a stratospheric temperature inversion. It resulted in a 40 km thick atmo-
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sphere without temperature stratification (corresponding to the topmost atmospheric
grid points in the GCM). The global mean lapse rate between the surface and the 200
hPa level was not significantly affected by the absence of the ozone layer, and a mean
global cooling of 0.7◦C only at the Earth surface was simulated (Appendix A). The at-
mospheric thermal structure resulting from the removal of the ozone layer agreed well
with previous studies. A 1-D climate model was used, which estimated cooling in the
range of 1 to 2◦C at the Earth’s surface (Kasting et al. 1984; Kiehl and Dickinson 1987).
Orbital parameters were set at their present-day values (orbital eccentricity: 0.016724,
obliquity: 23.4463, vernal equinox latitude of perihelion: 77.9610) in all experiments.
Finally the diffusion rate of the slab ocean is held constant to its present-day value.

We performed a first set of numerical experiments for the period ranging from 3.5 to 1
Ga with a 0.25 Gyr time step (Table 1a). Boundary conditions including solar constant
and palaeogeography changed dramatically in this period of 2.5Gyr. Indeed the solar
constant increased by as much as 19% between 3.5 Ga (1053 W/m2) and 1 Ga (1258
W/m2) (Gough 1981) (Figure 2a). The early Earth’s surface varied in response to
the growth and emergence of the continental surface, a process which affected the
mean surface albedo (αocean = 0.06, αbare soil = 0.32). Different scenarios ranging
from a progressive formation to a quasi-instantaneous formation of all continental crust
have been proposed. Here we considered a gradual continental growth (Figure 2b),
an evolution in agreement with the changes of 87Sr/86Sr (Godderis and Veizer 2000)
and δ34S throughout the Archaean and Early Proterozoic. According to this scenario,
the surface of the emerged continents changed from 4% at 3.5 Ga to 27.5% at 1 Ga.
The palaeogeography were reconstructed based on paleomagnetic data (Pesonen et
al., 2003) which were available for this deep time period (Figure 2c). 3.5 to 2.75Ga
reconstructions are theoretical, the continents were assumed located at low and mid
latitudes. The elevation of land points was fixed at 200 m in all experiments.

In order to test the impact of modern clouds on the Earth’s energy budget, a set of
experiments has been also performed in which clouds were totally removed (Table 1a).
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To quantify how larger liquid droplets influence climate, we performed an additional set
of experiments in which the mean diameter radius of liquid droplets was modified as
suggested by Rosing et al (2010) (i.e. fixed at 20 µm over oceans and continents,
see Table 1a). Larger liquid water droplets (20µm), about twice the mean present-day
size (5 to 10µm over continents, and 10µm over oceans), are the direct result from
lower atmospheric concentration in CCN. Reasons supporting the low CCN hypothesis
throughout the Archean remain hypothetical but not unrealistic. Based on considerable
progress in understanding main factors enable to act as CCN (Andrea and Rosen-
feld, 2008 and citations therein), we could suspect that in absence of dimethylsulphide
(or DMS) produced by planktonic eukaryotic algae (Charlson et al. 1987, and cita-
tions therein) biological sources of CCN should be reduced. For inorganic sources,
the absence of important emerged terrestrial surfaces, source of soil dust, dramatically
reduces CCN emissions. Supposing that sea salt (1st source of CCN) contributes only
a small fraction of the cloud active particles due to their very coarse size, and that
volcanism was mainly submarine (sulphate aerosols contributor), the CCN availability
would be lowered relative to present day. These geological assumptions underlie that
the early Archean would be characterized by fewer CCN’s and large droplets clouds.
These larger droplets rain out more rapidly increased cloud-to-precipitation conversion
rates. To take this factor into account which was omitted in Rosing and collabora-
tors’ study (2010), we used the dependency established by Kump and Pollard (2008),
fixing this ratio at eight (instead of one for current conditions). Literature presents a
wide range of possibilities for the parameterization of enhanced rain-out (Goldblatt and
Zahnle, 2011b, Penner et al. 2006). Here, we used this dependency as reference be-
cause it is an intermediate value, which suggests a mid-strength feedback. In absence
of a cloud microphysics module, only droplet radii are changed, with no prescribed
change to cloud lifetime.

To complete this work, we conducted an additional set of experiments in order to de-
termine whether a faster Earth rotation rate, a saltier ocean or both would affect the
previous results keeping held constant other boundary conditions (summarize avail-
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able table 1b). Indeed Palaeozoic rhythmites, mollusc shells and coral fossil records
indicate that the Earth rotated faster in the deep past leading to a shorter length of
the day (LOD) (Walker and Zahnle 1986). Between 3.8 and 2.5 Ga, the slowdown of
the rotation rate increased the LOD from 14 to 18 hours. Jenkins (1993) and Jenk-
ins et al (1993) tested the effects of a shorter LOD on the early Earth climate using a
GCM. He demonstrated that a faster rotation (corresponding to an LOD of ∼14 hours)
reduces the mean global cloudiness by 20% and increases the mean global surface
temperature by 2◦C. In fact global warming hides local temperature changes, namely a
cooling at the poles and a warming in the tropics because of the weakening of transient
eddies carrying the heat from low to high latitudes. Hence faster Earth rotation may
render the Earth more vulnerable to the ice albedo feedback (Kienert et al. 2012). To
check this assumption, we ran a set of experiments for an LOD of 16 hours which cor-
responded to an LOD 3.5 Ga ago Another peculiar feature of the Archaean Earth is the
hypersaline ocean. Hay and collaborators (2006) revealed large-scale salinity changes
over the course of the Phanerozoic, owed to fluctuations in the total salt content of
oceans. Knauth (2005) suggested a long-term decline of ocean salinity throughout
the Precambrian in parallel with the development of sedimentary basins and climatic
conditions able to form and preserve halite (NaCl) deposits. In consequence the Ar-
chaean oceans could have been rich in Na+ leading to a mean salinity close to 60%
at that time (in comparison with 35% at the present day) (Knauth 2005; Foriel et al.
2009). Because a higher salinity lowers the seawater freezing temperature (Millero
and Poisson, 1981), sea ice formation could have been delayed and potentially limited
the influence of ice albedo feedback. Because the GCM FOAM is coupled with a slab
ocean, a higher salinity cannot be taken into account. To mimic this feature, we fixed
the seawater freezing point at –3.3◦C following the equation of state of seawater pro-
posed by Millero and Poisson (1981). As regards the LOD experiments, the influence
of hypersaline ocean was only tested for 3.5Ga, which represents the most severe
conditions for solving the FYSP.

3. Influence of Archaean Factors
C1503



Figure 3 shows the global mean surface temperature (3a) and the mean planetary
albedo (3b). To avoid any effect of initial conditions, for each time slice, simulations
started from warm initial conditions (present-day as starting point) and go toward colder
conditions (Sun brightness decreasing). Each run lasts several tens of years until a
steady state is reached for a decade or more. Climatic variables are averaged over the
last decade. All simulations are summarized in table 1a.

3.1. Influence of the solar constant

Figure 3a (blue curve) represents the global mean surface temperature (i.e. Ts) from
3.5 Ga to 1 Ga simulated by using the present-day cloud parameterisation. The mean
temperature is as low as -75◦C at 3.5 Ga and increases linearly up to -65◦C at 2.5
Ga. The planetary albedo always exceeds 0.65 (Figure 3b, blue curve) because the
Earth is entirely frozen. An abrupt climatic bifurcation expressed by temperature and
albedo shifts is observed between the 2.5 Ga and 2.25 Ga experiments. The global
mean surface temperature reaches -20◦C in the 2.25 Ga run and the albedo falls to
0.45. It corresponds to a partially frozen Earth; sea ice spreads up to 30◦ latitude in
both hemispheres. Between 2.25 Ga and 1.75 Ga, we observe a slight global warming
of about 5◦C followed by a marked change of some 24◦C between 1.75 Ga and 1.25
Ga and a final slight warming of 4◦C between the two last runs at 1.25 and 1 Ga,
respectively.

Three climate states can be defined: a weakly frozen Earth (1 Ga and 1.25 Ga), a
partially frozen Earth (from 1.75 Ga to 2.25 Ga) and a snowball Earth (2.5 Ga and
beyond). We note that the changes in global mean surface temperature during this
interval are far from linear (Figure 3a), albeit the solar brightness increases almost
linearly. The solar brightness at 1 Ga and 1.25 Ga is strong enough to limit the sea ice
extent at the latitude of 50 to 60◦. The mean latitudinal surface temperature gradient
does not significantly differ from the present-day one. Between 1.25 Ga and 1.75 Ga,
sea ice spreads towards the equator up to 30◦C in response to the decrease in solar
incoming radiation. Between 1.75 Ga and 2.25 Ga, the sea ice limit remains fixed in the
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vicinity of 30◦C. Indeed sea ice cannot stretch further towards the equator because of
the strong meridional energy transport by atmosphere and ocean driven by a latitudinal
gradient of temperature about twice as strong as in the 1Ga experiment. Finally, as
the solar brightness still decreases, we jump into a climate state corresponding to
an entirely frozen Earth. Hence, for fixed greenhouse-gas concentrations, the solar
constant evolution and its interplay with the ice albedo feedback are the predominant
factor governing the Earth’s climate. The use of a 3D model (GCM) highlights the
nonlinear comportment of the climate, notably a jump into a snowball state; results are
at odds with the recent work of Rosing et al. (2010) with a 1D model (RCM) where
abrupt climatic bifurcations are not observed because of the absence of ice-albedo
feedback

3.2. Influence of clouds

To highlight the prevailing role of clouds, new experiments were performed without the
formation of clouds (no-clouds runs, see green lines on Figure 3). The set of experi-
ments yields two climatic states. The first state corresponds to a snowball Earth (from
3.5 to 2.5 Ga), where the global mean surface temperature is very similar to those
simulated with modern clouds. The bifurcation from a snowball state toward a partially
ice-free Earth takes place at the same time (between 2.5 Ga and 2.25 Ga). This ap-
parent similarity in the snowball Earth bifurcation is an artifact. The 0.25 Gyr time step
is too crude to distinguish these two cases. A 0.25 Gyr time step induces a significant
change in term of incoming energy received, here estimated to ∆F=-6W/m2 (Figure 2).
Tropical surface temperatures of the no-clouds run at 2.25Ga (green square, Figure
3a) being just 5◦C warmer than clouds run’s temperature (blue square, Figure 3a), the
negative forcing provided by the solar brightness decrease contributed to extend the
sea ice and generate a cooling in tropics. This irreversible tendency might be amplified
by the clouds scheme of FOAM that tends to underestimate the cloud radiative forcing
(CRF) in a cold climate (Abbot et al. 2012).

We observe, however, that when clouds are removed, the global mean surface tem-
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perature at 2.25 Ga is 15◦C warmer and increases quasi-linearly to reach 20◦C at 1
Ga. This result agrees with the CRF, predicting a negative forcing from -10 to -20 W/m2

at high and mid-latitudes when modern cloud parameterization is used (Figure 4b). In
consequence the removal of clouds limits sea ice migration beyond the mid-latitudes.
This result explains the slowdown of global warming after 1.5 Ga obtained with no-
clouds runs (Figure 3a, green curve) because sea ice is restricted at very high latitudes
and its contribution to planetary albedo becomes insignificant (Figure 3b, green curve).
This mechanism, and the absence of clouds in the planetary albedo (p-albedo) com-
putation, explains why no-clouds experiments present the lowest p-albedo after 2.5
Ga (Figure 3b, green curve). These simulations also show that modern clouds, with
their negative CRF in mid-high latitudes, enhance the Earth’s climate sensitivity to ice
albedo feedback, which tends to amplify the Earth’s cooling.

Finally we investigated the role of low CCN clouds (Figure 3, red curves). The use
of large liquid droplets (20µm) promotes a climatic bifurcation at 3 Ga some 0.75 Gyr
earlier compared with the other sets of experiments. Snowball Earth states charac-
terised by a global mean surface temperature of -70◦C are simulated at 3.5 Ga and
3.25 Ga only, when the incoming solar energy is too weak to prevent Earth’s surface
from complete freezing. In the 3 Ga experiment, the global mean surface temperature
is about 13◦C and then increases linearly approaching 31◦C in the last experiment at
1 Ga. Throughout the Archaean and Proterozoic aeons, low CCN clouds increase the
global mean surface temperature by 20◦C to 35◦C, at 1 Ga and 2.25 Ga respectively.
Moreover, just before the snowball state bifurcation, the predicted climate is temperate,
13◦C in terms of global annual mean (Figure 3a, red curve), differently from other sit-
uations (-5◦ and -20◦C for modern clouds and no-cloud runs respectively, see Figure
3a blue and green curves). These very warm temperatures and the bifurcation form an
ice-free Earth to a snowball Earth at 3 Ga could appear surprising. For that reason, we
examined how low CCN clouds affect sea ice formation and its spread to understand
this very unusual climate behaviour. The cloud radiative forcing (Figure 4a) shows that
net CRF obtained with large droplets (CCN fixed at 20 µm) was positive in all experi-
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ments except during snowball state (Figure 4a). For the 1Ga case, increasing droplets
size by 2 gives a net CRF of 14W/m2 instead of -4W/m2, the net forcing is then 18W/m2

higher, not so far of value found estimated by Goldblatt and Zahnle (2011b). More im-
portantly, with large liquid droplets the CRF is positive at high latitudes (+40 W/m2),
favouring warming and preventing sea ice formation (Figure 4b), which is the opposite
of results obtained using the normal droplet size of clouds (CCN ranging from 5 to 10
µm) (Figure 4a, b). This positive CRF, predicted with low CCN clouds, results from
the combination of a slightly more negative CRF at short wavelength (scattering effect)
and a much more positive CRF at large wavelength (IR trapping) than with normal size
droplets (Figure 4c). As a consequence, even low elevation clouds (the most reflec-
tive clouds) have a positive CRF, as already shown by Goldbatt and Zahnle (2011b).
Because they inhibit sea ice formation, low CCN clouds limit the ice albedo feedback
efficiency, which explains why the p-albedo does not change significantly (Figure 3b,
red curve). This process, associated with warming owed to low CCN clouds (Figure
4a), explains the relatively hot surface temperatures obtained from 1 to 3 Ga. This
mechanism also allows us to see why the bifurcation from an ice-free Earth to a snow-
ball Earth at 3 Ga is so abrupt. Before 3 Ga the incoming solar energy is too weak
and the Earth’s cooling reduces the amount of water vapour in the troposphere, which
inhibits the condensation of large amounts of water vapour to form low CCN clouds.
In these conditions, the ice albedo feedback overcomes effects provided by low CCN
clouds, leading to the climatic bifurcation at 3.25 Ga (Figure 3a).

3.3 Influence of continental surfaces

The mean albedo of the early Earth’s surface has changed in response to the growth of
the continental surface (αocean = 0.06, αbare soil = 0.32). The lower albedo because
of the smaller continental area has been suggested as a solution to FYSP (Schatten
and Endel 1982; Rosing et al. 2010) and several times dismissed (Walker et al. 1982;
Golbatt and Zanhle 2011). Simulations performed without clouds (Figure 3b, green
curve) show that the p-albedo (here equal to surface albedo) was higher at 2.25 Ga
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than at 1 Ga, the opposite of the growth of continents. This p-albedo evolution is
caused by the increase of ice coverage associated with the Earth’s surface cooling
(Figure 3a, green curve). Indeed, a little change in ice surface (αsea-ice = 0.5) is
enough to overcome the influence of smaller continental area (αsea-ice = 0.32). These
results demonstrate that the surface albedo is, in the first order, governed by the ice
extension; the continental growth is a superimposed factor of second-order importance.
This result was confirmed with low CCN cloud simulations, which predicted a quite
stable p-albedo from 3 to 1 Ga (Figure 3b, red curve), and the ice albedo feedback
is almost shut down (Figure 3c, 1 Ga and 3 Ga cases). Hence smaller continental
surfaces do not appear to be a mechanism which can solve the FYSP. We discuss in
the second part (see companion paper) how this conclusion can be challenged when
the carbon cycle is considered (Walker et al. 1981, Godderis and Veizer, 2000).

3.4. Solutions to the FYSP with high CH4 and low CCN clouds

Since none of the experiments can entirely solve the FYSP when a pCO2 of 0.9 mbar
(or 900 ppmv or 3.2 PAL) is applied, we investigated the minimal amount of CO2 re-
quired to balance the solar weakness 3.5 Ga ago by performing a second set of simu-
lations using a 900ppmv of CH4 (table 1b). Progressively increasing the pCO2, Figure
5a shows that a pCO2 of 1.8 mbar (or 1800 ppmv or 6.4PAL) is high enough to avoid a
pan-glaciation at 3.5 Ga when low CCN clouds are considered. Solving the FYSP with
1.8 mbar of CO2 at 3.5 Ga may appear surprising, but the radiative forcing separating
a snowball Earth state (3.5 Ga, Figure 3c) and a partially ice-free Earth (3 Ga, Figure
3c) does not exceed 9 W/m2 (Figure 2a). The radiative forcing owed to the doubling of
CO2 (+4 W/m2) associated with the ice albedo feedback can easily compensate for the
missing 9 W/m2. In consequence, when the atmosphere is poorly enriched with CO2,
low CCN clouds can protect the Earth from global glaciation during the early Archaean.
The realisation that low CCN clouds associated with low pCO2 can solve the FYSP
could be an interesting way to reconcile geochemical and modelling estimates without
invoking additional warming mechanisms, including pressure broadening of CO2 and
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H2O by high atmospheric pressure (Goldbatt et al. 2009) or high concentrations of H2
(Wordsworth and Pierrehumbert 2013). This result also implies that the assumption
defended by Rosing and collaborators (2010), i.e. that low pCO2 is compatible with a
solved FYSP, appears theoretically possible. It is important to bear in mind, however,
that the pCO2 threshold value, here 1.8 mbars, can be model-dependent. Indeed the
carbon dioxide value could differ according to the model used because of their respec-
tive parameterisations.

3.5. Influence of faster Earth rotation rate and saltier oceans

To investigate the sensitivity of the pCO2 as a function of factors able to warm the early
Earth (900 ppmv of pCH4 and low CCN clouds), an additional set of simulations was
performed using: (1) an Earth’s rotation rate corresponding to the early Archaean (LOD
of 16 hours, Zahnle and Walker 1987) and/or (2) an ocean twice as salty (Knauth 2005;
Foriel et al. 2009) (see table 1b). With these new constraints of 3.5 Ga boundary con-
ditions and 900ppmv of CO2, all simulations predicted a snowball Earth state (Figure
5a), which means that none of these factors represent a serious solution to the FYSP.
A similarly puzzling result was obtained with 1800 ppmv of CO2, when Earth was not
entirely frozen. Runs depicted in Figure 5a reveal that when faster Earth rotation and
saltier ocean are associated, simulations predict a very modest warming (+0.2◦C). It
is quite surprising because a faster Earth rotation rate and a lower seawater freezing
point tend to warm the Earth’s surface by several degrees in present-day conditions.
The explanation of this unusual scenario is found in the complex interplay between
these factors. Regarding SST anomalies (Figure 5b), we observe that the warming
associated with a saltier ocean is localised in high latitudes. Delaying sea ice forma-
tion, elevated salinity decreases the Earth’s sensitivity to the ice albedo feedback, a
mechanism very effective in cold climates. More intriguing is the response induced
by a faster Earth’s rotation rate. In present-day conditions, the change of day length
from 24 h to 16 h warms the Earth’s surface by about 2◦C (from 14.5 to 16.3◦C, see
Figure in Appendix A), in agreement with previous results (Jenkins 1993). Seen in
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detail, however, this warming is inhomogeneous. Thanks to reduced latitudinal heat
transport and changed cloud pattern, a faster Earth rotation warms low latitudes but
cools high latitudes (see Figure in Appendix A). In present-day conditions, the cooling
of high latitudes and the associated sea ice extent remain limited. On the global scale
the warming in low latitudes overcomes the cooling in high latitudes. The behaviour
is different during the early Archaean because the climate was slightly colder and no
emerged land limited the sea ice spread. Indeed simulations show that shorter LOD
has the opposite effect (Figure 5b): the sea ice formation at high and mid-latitudes is
eased, increasing the albedo and amplifying the cooling. Hence a shorter LOD in these
particular conditions does not increase SST on the global scale. For all these reasons,
when shorter LOD and saltier oceans are associated they balance each other (shorter
LOD increases the Earth’s sensitivity to the ice albedo feedback whereas saltier oceans
reduce this sensitivity), which explains why they do not affect the results of the FYSP
(Figure 5b).

If the effect of the faster Earth rotation rate appears weak compared with results pre-
sented in Kienert and collaborators (2012), it is important to note that their simulations
were performed by means of a present-day cloudiness parameterisation. Since the
modern nebulosity tends to amplify the Earth’s cooling (see Section 3.2), CLIMBER
simulations (Kienert et al. 2012) overestimate the ice albedo feedback, which may ex-
plain a part of the disagreement between these two studies as to whether pCO2 can
solve the FYSP.

4. Discussion

In order to better represent the dynamics (transport processes) and clouds behavior,
we have used a GCM. Accounting for a 25% weaker Sun, we show that several mil-
libars of carbon dioxide seems sufficient to keep the Earth’s surface temperature close
to its present day value. However several processes are missing in this study. One of
them is the absence of chemical reactions within the atmosphere. With a CO2 minimal
value close to 2 mbars and CH4/CO2 ratio reaching 0.5, an organic haze should be
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formed (threshold fixed to 0.2 according to Haqq-Mishra et al. 2008). To avoid haze
formation, and according to respective radiative forcing of CO2 and CH4, the atmo-
spheric composition of 2mbars of CO2 and 900ppmv of methane can be substituted by
4mbars of carbon dioxide and 100ppmv of CH4 (the minimum value for anoxic atmo-
sphere). A second source of uncertainties is the use of a slab-ocean. With heat trans-
port parameterised through diffusion, the GCM cannot intensify the meridional ocean
heat transport towed to smaller land fraction (Endal and Schatten 1982). We also ac-
knowledge that oceans with salinity twice as high should lead to a weaker overturning
(Williams et al. 2010). These conflicting assessments concerning ocean circulation,
and their respective influence on the FYSP, could be explored using a fully-coupled
dynamic ocean model, an investigation which has not been done in this study because
of time limitations. The last caveat due to the use of a slab-ocean is the absence of
sea ice dynamics which may tend to overestimate the Earth’s cooling (Voigt and Abbot,
2012) and increase the pCO2 required to solve the FYSP.

In addition of uncertainties listed before, our conclusions also largely depend on the
boundary conditions we used. Indeed high CH4 concentration and low CCN clouds
have largely contributed to lower the carbon dioxide atmospheric level. To determine
their effects a last set of simulations has been performed where we fixed methane
concentration and mean size of liquid droplets to their present-day values (1.7ppmv
and 5-10µm respectively). Details of simulations and global mean surface temperature
are given in Table 2. We find that, when methane concentration is fixed at its modern
value, a global mean surface temperature close the present-day one is reached for 16
mbars of carbon dioxide (run2, Table 2). This pCO2 counteracts the negative radiative
forcing provided by the drop in pCH4 (∆FCH4 = -15W/m2, figure 1), and clearly shows
the dependency of our conclusions to methane levels. Using modern clouds, a pCO2
three times higher (run5, Table 2) would be required to solve the FYSP.

If no other warming process is present, FOAM predicts a minimum of ∼0.016bar of
CO2 for a mean temperature ∼15◦C, a result one order of magnitude below 1D model
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values: 0.2-0.3 at 3.5Ga (Kasting et al. 1984, Von Paris et al. 2008), a result that
agrees with geochemical estimates (Rye et al. 1995). This conclusion is also in line
with an early atmosphere combining CO2 and CH4. Kiehl and Dickinson (1987) find a
mean annual surface temperature of 288 K when a CH4 mixing ratio of 1000 ppmv was
combined with a CO2 partial pressure of ∼0.1 bar. Since the radiative transfer cannot
be invoked as an explanation (Figure 1), these changes have to be found elsewhere.
Several climatic features are difficult to estimate in 1D model: clouds, vertical lapse
rate, heat transport and ice/snow cover. As well demonstrated in Goldbatt and Zahnle
(2011b), clouds parameterization in RCM may overestimate the real pCO2 forcing.
Thus clouds scheme is not a way to explain why early Earth’s climates predicted with
our GCM seem to be warmer than 1D model. Unfortunately we cannot bring a definitive
answer; we can only suspect the lapse rate feedback. As shown by Pierrehumbert
(2004), lapse rate is governed by a complex interplay of dynamics and convection, and
is crucial to drive the greenhouse effect efficiency. This process can be associated to
horizontal heat transport by atmospheric motions. Because this process may limit the
spreading of sea-ice, it may induce warmer early Earth’s climate.

5. Conclusion

The fact that all pCO2 estimated from proxies are clearly below modeling results by
one order of magnitude implies that other mechanisms have to be researched to solve
the FYSP. Prior works have suggested that other greenhouse gases or pressure broad-
ening or some other effects may have contributed to climatic warming. Based on the
idea suggested by Rosing et al (2010), we investigated the influence of CCN on clouds
properties and their influence on Earth’s climate. In contrast to recent modelling studies
defending the ability of high pCO2 to solve the FYSP, our study explains the mecha-
nisms and feedbacks allowing the existence of a temperate climate since 3.5 Ga with
low pCO2. We argue that, in an atmosphere poorly enriched with cloud condensation
nuclei (CCN), carbon dioxide pressures in the order of magnitude of around several
mbars combined to high pCH4 partial pressure, are able to keep the Earth unfrozen.
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Below this CO2 threshold, not enough water vapour is maintained in the atmosphere
to allow cloud formation, which drives the Earth into a snowball state. Above this
threshold, clouds formed by large liquid droplets warm high latitudes and inhibit sea
ice formation. This process limits the efficiency of the ice albedo feedback and main-
tains the Earth’s albedo at low values, which prevents the complete freezing of the
Earth even with low pCO2. This complex interplay between clouds and albedo illus-
trates the value of GCMs in investigating deep-time climates. If this study improves
our understanding of the physical processes which can solve the FYSP in terms of
climate, we assume that these results are not a final answer, notably because the as-
sumption of large cloud droplets remains a hypothetical assumption. In order to obtain
a complete picture of the FYSP, the next step is to test what levels of CO2 are possible
from a climate-carbon cycle perspective, the atmospheric pCO2 being governed by the
carbon cycle at long-term scale (>1Myr).

Appendix A: (a) temperature gradient as a function of Earth rotation rates. (b) Atmo-
spheric lapse rate of function of ozone layer presence/removal. Simulations performed
under present-day boundary conditions (see figure in attachment).

Figures captions

Figure 1 Net long-wave fluxes computed for CO2 and CH4 with the FOAM radiative
code (NCAR ccm3) (the total atmospheric is held constant, 1bar)

Figure 2: boundary conditions for solar constant (upper part) and continental growth
(lower part). ηland is the emerged surface/Earth surface ratio (present-day surface
is 146.106km2 or 29% of the Earth surface). Each red square represents boundary
conditions used in our sets of simulations.

Figure 3: 3D climate simulations from 3.5 to 1 Gyr. a) Evolution of surface temperature
versus time assuming increasing irradiance, linear continental growth and pCO2 and
pCH4 of 900ppmv. Grey line is from Rosing et al (2010). Blue and red lines were
obtained using liquid droplets size of 5 to 10µm (modern clouds) and 20µm (optically
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thinner and short-lived clouds), respectively. Green squares represent the no-clouds
scenario. b) Evolution of planetary albedo versus time (αocean 0.06, αrocky desert
continents 0.32, αseaice 0.5, αsnow 0.8). c) Red starts represent sea-ice extend
(white) predicted with runs performed with liquid droplets size of 20µm (fig2a, and b
show corresponding temperature/albedo for each simulation).

Figure 4: a) Net cloud radiative forcing (CRF, unit W/m2) versus time. Blue squares
represent runs with modern clouds. Optically thinner clouds (red squares) result in a
positive forcing because the effect of infra-red trapping overcomes that of scattering.
b) CRF as a function of latitude for simulations performed at 1Ga. The black line
represents low CCN clouds (liquid droplets size of 20µm), dashed line the modern
clouds parameterization (liquid droplets size of 5 to 10µm). c) Simulations performed
using 1Ga boundary conditions. Dashed lines represent long-wave (LW) budget of
clouds (greenhouse effect), continuous lines their short wave budget (albedo effect).

Figure 5: a) faster rotation rate (16 hours of LOD), saltier ocean and pCO2 impacts on
the FYSP 3.5Ga ago. Red diamonds represent simulations with standard conditions
(pCH4 fixed at 900ppmv, low CCN clouds), yellow diamond (standard cond. + saltier
ocean), green diamond (standard cond. + 16h of LOD), blue diamond (standard cond.
+ saltier ocean + 16h of LOD). At 1800 ppmv of CO2 the surface temperature reaches
14.2◦C, 15.0◦C, 14.2◦C, 14.4◦C, respectively. b) The sea surface temperature (SST)
response to a faster rotation rate (LOD) and saltier ocean at a fixed pCO2 (1.8mbar or
1800ppmv or 6.4 PAL).
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                   conditions used in our sets of simulations.
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Figure 3: 3D climate simulations from 3.5 to 1 Gyr. a) Evolution of surface temperature versus time assuming 
                 increasing irradiance, linear continental growth and pCO2 and pCH4 of 900ppmv. Grey line is from
                 Rosing et al (2010). Blue and red lines were obtained using liquid droplets size of 5 to 10µm (modern
                 clouds) and 20µm (optically thinner clouds), respectively. Green squares represent the no-clouds scenario. 
                 b) Evolution of planetary albedo versus time (αocean 0.06, αrocky desert continents 0.32, αseaice 0.5, 
                 αsnow 0.8). c) Red starts represent sea-ice extend (white) predicted with runs performed with liquid 
                droplets size of 20µm (fig3a, and b show corresponding temperature/albedo for each simulation).
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Figure 4: a) Net cloud radiative forcing (CRF, unit W/m²) versus time. Blue squares represent runs with modern
                clouds. Optically thinner clouds (red squares) result in a positive forcing because the effect of infra-red
                trapping overcomes that of scattering. 
                b) CRF as a function of latitude for simulations performed at 1Ga. The black line represents low
                CCN clouds (liquid droplets size of 20µm), dashed line the modern clouds parameterization (liquid 
                droplets size of 5 to 10µm). c) Simulations performed using 1Ga boundary conditions. Dashed lines 
                represent long-wave (LW) budget of clouds (greenhouse effect), continuous lines their short wave budget
                (albedo effect).  
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Figure 5: a) Faster rotation (16 hours of LOD), saltier ocean and pCO2 impacts on the FYSP 3.5Ga ago (table 1b). 
                Red diamonds represent simulations with standard conditions (pCH4 fixed at 900ppmv, low CCN 
                clouds), yellow diamond (standard cond. + saltier ocean), green diamond (standard cond. + 16h of LOD), 
                blue diamond (standard cond. + saltier ocean + 16h of LOD). At 1800 ppmv of CO2 the surface temperature
                reaches respectively 14.2°C, 15.0°C, 14.2°C, 14.4°C. b) The sea surface temperature (SST) response to 
                a faster rotation (LOD) and/or saltier ocean obtained with a fixed pCO2 at 1.8mbars (1800ppmv or 6.4PAL)  
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Annexe 1: a) temperature gradient as a function of Earth rotation rates. b) Atmospheric lapse rate of function of ozone layer presence/removing. 
Simulations performed using present day boundary conditions.  
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Table 1a. Summary of simulations (900ppmv of CO2 and CH4) (sections 3.1 - 3.3)  
                 

 

 
Table 1b. Summary of simulations carried out with CO2 concentration set to 900, 1800, 2700 
and 4500ppmv (900ppmv of pCH4) (sections 3.4 and 3.5) 
 

set of simulations Boundary conditions 
Paleogeography  Solar constant 

LOD 
(hours) 

Droplet 
size(µm) 

seawater 
freezing point 

Standard conditions 3.5Ga 3.5Ga  (1053W/m²) 24 20 -1.8°C 
Saltier ocean “ “ 24 “ -3.3°C 

Faster Rotation “ “ 16 “ -1.8°C 
Early Earth “ “ 16 “ -3.3°C 

 

set of 
simulations 

Boundary conditions 
Paleogeography  Solar constant

LOD 
(hours) 

 Droplet 
size(µm) 

seawater 
freezing point 

modern clouds 3.5-1Ga (fig.2)  3.5-1Ga (fig.2) 24 5-10 -1.8 °C 
no clouds “ “ 24 / “ 

low CCN clouds “ “ 24 20 “ 
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Table 2. Sensitivity runs showing alternative solutions to the faint young Sun (section 4)  
 

set of 
simulations 

Boundary  
conditions 

pCO2 
(10-3bar) 

pCH4  
(10-6bar) 

Ice albedo 
Vis / nIR 

LOD 
(hours)

Droplet 
size(µm) 

Global Ts (°C) 
 

Run1 3.5Ga   25.2 1.7 0.7/0.5 24 20 18.5 
Run2 “ 16.8 “ “ “ “ 15.7 
Run3 “ 8.4 “ “ “ “  <0°C* 
Run4 “ 25.2 “ “ “ 5-10          -73  
Run5 “ 56.0 “ “ “ “ 15.5 
Run6 “ 112.0 “ “ “ “ 21.1 
Run7 “ 25.2 “ 0.5/0.5# “ “ -10.5 

* no stabilized cooling  
#  visible snow albedo fixed to 0.7 (instead of 0.9)   
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